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SECTION _ A

rnis Section contains tour bunches each of four questlons. Answer all questicns

Eacn bunch carries a weightage of one.

' , For a ! electron in hydrogen atom the value oi angular mornentum L is

':: C 12. C) ^'\Z Z

2 SDlitting up of spectral lines in the presence of an electric field is called

a) Normal Zeeman eflect b) Anomalous Zeeman eflect

c) Paschen-Back effect 0) Stark effect

3) The separatlon between any iwo adjacent lines in Ihe rotational spectrum oi a

rigid Clatomic molecule is

1ar B b)B .r,R . 1"2

,i) ln an anharmonic oscillator the osclllat on frequency _ with increasrng

vibrational quantum number.

a) decreases

b) increases

c) flrst increases and then decreases

d) flrst decreases and then increases

P.T, O
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ll 5) The time for the nuclei inanisotopetodecayto(1/e) oftheiroriginal number

is called

a) liJe time

c) relaxation time

6) The radioactive radiatron which is unatlected by electric and magnetic flelds

ts

a) 0 -rays

c) I -rays

b) half life

d) mean life

b) 0 -rays

d) uranium series

7) in a fast Dreeder reactor there is no need of

a) moderator b) reflector c) coolant d) shield

8) The spin of Lepton is

a) 0 b)L c) 1 d\%

lll.9) Nuclear reactions laking place at very high temperatures are called

reactions.

10) When a system is in _ equilibrium, ihe ratio of the activity of daughter

to the activity of parent is a constant.

11) Thewavelengthof mercury green light is 5461 A. lts f requency is 

- 

Hz.

12) _ ,,r

lV. State whether the following statements are lrue or false :

'13) Nuclear iorces are charge dependent.

14) Hydrogen bomb is based on the principle of nuclearfusion.

15) Each line of lhe Balmer series of hydrogen is a doublet.

16) Slern Gerlach experiment conf rms the existence oi nuclear sp n.
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SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries a weightage of one.

17) Explain the concept of spatial quantization.

18) Obtain an expression ior magnetic moment of an electron arising lrom iis spin

motion.

'19) What is Paschen-Back ef,ect ?

20) What is jj coupling scheme ?

.21) Explain the efiect of isotopic substitution on the rotational spectra of molecules.

22) What is quadrupole nucleus ? Deiine quadrupole moment.

23) Outllne the general features of nuclear forces.

24) Explain the principle of radioactlve dating.

25) Exp ain the funciions oJ moderator and control rods in afission reactor.

26) What ls strangeness ? Explain the conservation law lor strangeness,

27, Brefly explain standard 'nodel.

SECTION _ C

Answer any live questlons. Each question carries a weightage of two.

28) A state is denoted as aDu,r. What are the values of L, S, J and J..

29) Obtain the possible J values and term symbols for pd electron configuration

using LS coupling scheme.

30) ln the rotational spectrum of a diatomic molecule the spacing of a series of lines

' ' is found to be a constani equal to 10.426 cm-1. Calculate the moment o{ inertia

of the molecule.
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31) The spacing between the vibrational levels of a diatomic molecule is 79.5x10-3 eV.

lf the reduced mass ol the system is 1 26x10 25 kg, calculate the force constant.

32) Calculale the binding energy per nucleon lor 238U if its mass is 238,05078 u.

33) The half life of 1aC isotope is 5730 years. ll a sample of 14C contains

1022 nuclei, what is the activity of the sample ?

3.1) Calculaie the energy released in the fusion reaction fU - ftt -+i He +l n. Given

mass of fH .2.014102 u, mass of iH = 3.016049 u and mass of

"He. 4.002602 u. 
,

35) How many kilowatts ot energy will be obtained il 3.6 gm ol uranium is completely

converted intc energy ?

3ri) The hall lile oi radon is 3.8 days. After ho\,/ many days yrill only one iwentieth oi

radon sample be lelt over ?

SECTION - D

Ai.,s,,v.;r any two questions. Each question carrres a wejghtage of four.

:r.'' 'r^/itrr i.ecessary thecry explain normal Zeeman eflect. What is Lande s g lacior ?

Obiain an expression for it.

,381 Explain the neuti'ino theory of beta decay. Give an account o{ the continuous

e.e.gy soectru.1 exritlited,n beta decay.

39) Briefly explain the shell model o{ nucleus an lhe existence of maglc nurnbers.


